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Norbreck Rally

As you will know, we ran the (now) usual coach up to Blackpool in April. This time, for reasons
known only to them, the North Wales Radio Society (rally club) decided that they would not join in
coach sharing with us and so unfortunately the charge per person had to rise to enable us to put on
this trip without too high a subsidy from club funds. Despite that it was still very good value for
money, especially considering the cost of fuel these days. Many thanks to Dafydd Owen ‘DJO for
the organization of this event.

Where are they now?

Steve Jones GW0GEI is well known to many club members as a very keen contester and one-time
Chairman of this club. In 2009 he got a new job in Ceredigion and eventually moved down there
from his home at Rhostrehwwfa near Llangefni. Despite being away from Anglesey, he still takes
an interest in the Dragon ARC and receives the newsletters.
I was very surprised and pleased therefor to read in the Daily Post newspaper last year, an article
about him and his new job. Space, and the time taken to get permission to quote from the article,
has prevented me from including it in an earlier newsletter.
In the Summer 2011 edition of this newsletter, Steve wrote an article on the radio side of his life.
This short article shows his other side, rather than as a keen fisherman, radio amateur and kayaker.
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Steve’s new post is as the chief executive of Tai
Ceredigion. Tai Ceredigion is mid-Wales’ newest social
housing, not-for-profit business, involving investment of
some £35m in over 2,200 homes. This is one of the
biggest and most dynamic businesses in the region with a
staff of over 120. The work of setting up Tai Ceredigion
involved the transfer of Ceredigion County Council’s
2229 rented homes, along with over 60 existing council
office and direct labour staff to the new company.
Following the setting up of Tai Ceredigion, steve’s main
task is now ensuring the smooth running of the business
involving keeping promises made to tenants and staff,
developing new partnerships and helping local businesses
and enterprises to provide quality products and services.
We wish him well in his new venture, but he does add in
the Daily Post article that he … is still keeping his
options open for a political career! Just watch this space!
With acknowledgments to both Daily Post newspapers,
and to Steve for the picture.
Could the picture just be of a future AM, keen on
amateur radio, fishing and kayaking?

Now for something a bit lighter…

Another version of Murphy’s Law

General Engineering.

1. The need for major design changes, are discovered as the unit nears completion.
2. Firmness of delivery dates are inversely proportional to the tightness of the schedule.
3. Dimensions will always be expressed in the least useable term. Velocity for instance, will be
expressed in furlongs per fortnight.
4. Instruction Manuals will be lost on delivery of the units.
5. Original Circuit Diagrams will be destroyed by the Photocopying Machine.

Mathematics.

1. In any given calculation, the fault will never be found, if more than one person is involved.
2. Any error that can creep in will, and it will be in the direction that will do the most damage to the
calculation.
3. All Constants are variables.
4. In any given computation, the figure that is obviously correct will be the source of the error.
5. A Decimal point will always be misplaced.

Prototypes and Production.

1. Any wire cut to length - will be short.
2. Identical Circuits. Tested under identical conditions will NOT be identical in practice.
3. The availability of a component is inversely proportional to the need for the component.
4. If a project requires "N" components, there will be "N-1" in stock.
5. If a particular Resistance is needed, that value will not be available, furthermore, it cannot be
made up of series/parallel combinations.
6. A dropped tool, will always fall where it will do the most damage. (Also known as the selective
law of gravitation).



7. If you connect a Three Phase Line, the Phase sequence will be wrong.
8. A Motor will always rotate in the wrong direction.
9. Interchangeable parts - Won't !.
10. Components that must not (and cannot) be assembled wrong - Will be.
11. A DC Meter will always be on an overly sensitive range and will be wired into circuit in the
wrong direction.
12. If a circuit cannot fail, it will.
13. A Failsafe Circuit will destroy others.
14. A Transistor protected by a fast acting fuse, will protect the fuse by blowing first.
15. A Self Starting Oscillator - wont start.
16. A Crystal Oscillator will oscillate at the wrong frequency, If it works at all.
17. If a PNP Transistor is required. Only NPN will be in stock.
18. In any given estimate, the cost of the equipment will exceed the estimate by a factor of 3.

In Practice - Murphy's Law supersedes Ohms Law.
How true a lot of those are. Thanks to John ‘VVC for the above ‘laws’.

International Marconi Day 2012

Every year is the same when Marconi Day comes around!! This is the time a radio club becomes a
navel club! When you look for volunteers everybody is looking at their belly button! Not so much
this year for a change and we even had the offer of a second and a third station! I was in the
meantime dodging the flying pigs!
On the Friday four of us arrived there with the caravan at Ceunant and after some running repair to
one of the lanyards a large dipole was erected and also a small vertical was put up very
professionally and tested and everything ready for the morning and all done in beautiful weather for
a change.
The station started off in the morning as planned and about midday we were joined by John ‘BER,
Graham ‘PAM and the rare Dx himself, Martin 2W0FAF all of whom were going to operate in
Grahams car. All well and good except while they were setting up the heavens opened and much
enjoyment was had in the caravan!! Audio was turned up to hifi in the afternoon when John ‘JDW
brought a new mike up and we pulled a few more stations in. During this time Chris ‘LLK was
setting up a third station but due to having to redesign the atu it did not really materialize. Club
members used the logging programme N1MM for the first time and got rid of the myth that it’s
difficult. It is if you don’t try it and like riding a bike. practice makes perfect!!
We contacted a considerable number of stations that day between all of us and everybody I think
enjoyed themselves and it was one of the better attended events that we have had. Nothing is more
depressing than putting a special event station on for one person! They station was pulled down late
on Sunday and the caravan returned to its home on Monday.
My thanks to all who attended including
MW6TBC,2W0FAF.MW6PAM,MW0JDW,MW0BER,MW6BKS,GW0ETF.2W0CY, MW0LLK
and to anybody else I have missed out I apologise. Remember these events are put on for the
members to participate in and not just there for the Chairman to blow his trumpet about!
See you at the next one!!!!
Danny Shurmer - GW7BZR.

Follow The Torch

The Worked All Britain Awards Group is promoting an award based upon following the Olympic
Torch around UK.
The Olympic torch will tour the UK over a period of seventy days taking in a total of seventy two
special events in different parts of the UK, starting at Lands End on Saturday May 19th and
finishing on July 27th at the Olympic Park.
The W.A.B. callsigns will move around UK following the torch, G4WAB & G7WAB being
activated as special event stations using the prefix GX-GT-GN-GH-GS-GP-GC, assigned to the
appropriate country.



The award will comprise of three levels: Bronze – 10 contacts, Silver – 20 contacts and Gold – 30
contacts, all must be with different locations. All that is required is a copy of your log showing the
days/times that you worked either of the two callsigns. Only the two W.A.B. callsigns will count for
the award which is open to all radio amateurs and SWLs.
Claims for this award must not be submitted before 28th July, so you still have time to enter. For
full details see the WAB website: www.worked-all-britain.co.uk/
The Olympic torch was on Anglesey (but not for long!) on May 29th and to celebrate that occasion,
the club put on a special event in conjunction with the WAB Group – using the callsign GC4WAB.
The whole event lasting for more or less 24 hours.
The caravan was taken (courtesy of Danny) up to near the trig point at Penmynydd (the same site
was used for NFD – see Stewart’s report), this site was used for special events some time ago and
proved to be very convenient with plenty of room for aerials, etc. It was also possible to site the
generator a long way from the caravan. Two verticals and the big doublet were erected, however
one slight problem was the QRM level when using the doublet on SSB, it may have been from the
nearby communications tower, but it caused fewer problems when using CW.
Two rigs were used plus two laptops running the now normal N1MM logging program (see
Danny’s comments above regarding this).
As he was located in the same WAB square – SH57 – Stewart ‘ETF operated CW from his home.
Despite a few small snags – one of the PSUs went a bit unstable causing the rig to go a bit ‘deaf’ at
times, a grand total of 932 QSOs were made, including a few on VHF. A very good effort by all
concerned, which was rewarded with a very nice certificate from the WAB group.
The farmer was also happy, not just with his gift for the use of his field, but by the state in which it
was left – ‘it was just as if nobody had used it’ he said. It’s very nice to hear a comment like that in
this ‘litterbug’ era. I can see us going back there again!

The club callsign GW4TTA was in action /P over June 2/3 in the RSGB National Field Day contest
(NFD). The station was set up in a farm field that we’ve used in the past at Penmynydd, Anglesey
using the club caravan; the contest rules prohibit use of mains power and permanent structures for
either accommodation or support for antennas.
Being a cw only contest limited the number of operators to those weird ‘key clickers’ and just
myself and the ever reliable GW3VVC ended up doing the radio work though nothing would have
happened without our chairman Danny’s ‘van towing, setting up and support during the contest
itself. Much of the preparation had actually been done for the Olympic Torch special event station
which took place the previous Tuesday and thanks to all those who came along to make that so
successful!
I didn’t get back home from a surprise birthday trip until 30 minutes before the start at 4pm on
Saturday and I had to rush over the club laptop and my K3 to John ‘VVC and Danny waiting
patiently on the field; in the event John kicked it off about 30 minutes late, and I went back home to
get ready to take over from ‘VVC later in the evening for the rest of the 24 hours. Despite feeling
shattered from 2 days of drinking, over-eating and mountain biking I held up surprisingly well
overnight which was just as well with the rain and high winds rocking the caravan making any sleep
well nigh impossible; I suspect the ‘thrill of the chase’ takes over in these situations and you survive
on pure concentration and excitement…
We ended with just over 800 contacts on all the HF contest bands; even 10m came alive on
Saturday morning. It looks like we’ll score slightly less than the last time we entered in 2009 but the
main thing is we took part, had fun and put our club call into many logs around the world. Thanks
to all who made it happen….
Stewart, GW0ETF

My thanks to all contributors – don’t forget that this is your newsletter and that all contributions are
not just welcome but are its life-blood. Please don’t leave it to the few stalwarts who regularly
support me – even if I do have to chivvy them a bit sometimes.
Best wishes to all of our ever-increasing membership, now at a record high. As a club we must be
doing something right! John GW3GUX.


